THE	35
recent researches1 show depends to some extent on the nature
of the atom or molecule. Let us call this limiting velocity for
a particular kind of atom V; then in order that an uncharged
atom of this kind should be Ionized when it strikes a corpuscle at
rest It must move with a velocity greater than V ; hence all the
secondary rays of this kind formed by these atoms must have
a velocity greater than V. There is thus an inferior limit to
the velocity of the secondary rays and this limit depends on
the kind of atom which produces these rays. There must,
however, be a superior limit to this velocity as well as an in-
ferior one, for these rays are due to particles which move with
great velocity and yet can have lost their charge. To have ac-
quired this velocity7 they must have been positively charged be-
fore passing through the cathode or they would not have been
acted upon by the electric forces in the discharge tube : and as
they are uncharged when they reach the magnetic field they must
have got neutralized by combining with a negative corpuscle
in the interval. Now a positively electrified particle moving
rapidly past a corpuscle could not attract and hold fast the
corpuscle if the relative velocity of the particle and corpuscle
exceeded a certain value. This velocity is evidently de-
termined by the condition that it is the velocity with which
a corpuscle must be moving when it has just sufficient energy
to escape from the surface of a positively electrified particle
at rest We should expect the work required to separate
a corpuscle from the surface of a positively electrified particle
to be of the same order as that required to ionize the particle
when neutral, and this work is equal to the kinetic energy
of a particle moving with a velocity V. Thus if the velocity
of the particle were appreciably, greater than V a positively
charged particle would not get neutralized, while if the
velocity of the neutral particle were appreciably less than
1 Franck and Hertz, " Verhand. d. D. Phys. Ges,," 15, 34, 1913.
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